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Coverings of 1-convex manifolds with 1-dimensional exceptional set

MlHNEA COLTOIU

To the memory of C Banica

§0. Introduction

By a classical resuit of K Stein [ 15] ît îs known that every covenng X of a Stem

mamfold X îs îtself Stein The aim of this paper îs to consider the case when X îs

a 1-convex mamfold with 1-dimensional exceptional set and to study the convexity
properties of X

In [4] Grauert and Docquier hâve introduced several notions of convexity For
example a complex mamfold Y îs said to be /?3-convex if ît can be exhausted by a

séquence {Fv}veN of relatively compact strongly pseudoconvex domains Our main
resuit îs Theorem 2 which says that every covenng X oï a 1-convex mamfold Jfwith
1-dimensional exceptional set îs /?3-convex

We recall also [4] that a complex mamfold Y îs said to be /?rconvex if there

exists a smooth plunsubharmomc exhaustion function cp Y-^U Obviously every
holomorphically convex mamfold îs /?rconvex In §3 we exhibit an example of a

strongly pseudoconvex surface X whose universal covenng X fails to be /?,-convex,
in particular X îs not holomorphically convex So, if we study the convexity
properties of the coverings of 1-convex manifolds with 1-dimensional exceptional

set, a natural condition îs the p3 -convexity
For embeddable 1-convex manifolds X (e g strongly pseudoconvex surfaces)

Napier [11] has shown that their coverings X hâve good meromorphic convexity
properties if {tfv}veN is a discrète séquence of points in X then there exists a

meromorphic function/on X which is holomorphic near {av}veN and unbounded

on {av}xeN

§1. Préliminaires

We assume ail complex manifolds Hausdorff and countable at infinity In [2] the

following resuit is proved
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THEOREM 1. Let X be a \-convex manifold and S a X its exceptional set. Then

there is a strongly plurisubharmonic exhaustion function cp : X-+[ — oo, oo) such that
S {(p — oo}. Moreover q&gt; can be chosen such that exp cp is smooth.

Using the above resuit and a method of LeBarz [8] (see also ([13], p. 494)) we

prove:

PROPOSITION 1. Let X be a l-convex manifold with exceptional set S and

p : X -&gt; X any covering. Then there is a strongly plurisubharmonic function
(p : X -? [ — oo, oo) such that p ~ l(S) {cp — oo}, exp cp is smooth and, for any open
neighbourhood U ofS, the restriction cp \^p _ i(u) is an exhaustion function on X\p ~l(U).

Proof. We may assume that Xand X are connected. Let {Ul}ieNbQ3, locally finite
open covering of X such that Ut cz a X and each Ul is biholomorphic to a bail (so
Ul is evenly covered). We get a décompositionp~l(Ut) \Jk Wlk into disjoint open
sets with Wlk biholomorphic to Ut via the projection map/?. Let {cp, }t e N be a partition
of unity corresponding to {Ut}ieN and defîne/: X-+U as follows: fîx some WlQko
and defîne llk as the length of the shortest chain W,0,*o, W,,,*,,..., ^is,ks sucri triat
wiv,kv nWiv + l,kv + l^0 and (i5, ks) (/, k). If we set/= Ea (&lt;pt ° p)Xlk then one has

([13], p. 494):
(a) / is a smooth exhaustion function on X.

(b) The levi form L(f)\p-i(U[) is bounded from below.
Let (p : X-+[ — oo, oo) be a strongly plurisubharmonic exhaustion function having
the properties stated in Theorem 1. By the conditions (a) and (b) we easily see that
there exists a smooth convex strictly increasing function 9 : U -&gt; R, 6(t) At (A &gt; 0)

near — oo, lim,_^ œ
6 (t) oo such that &lt;p 9 ° cp ° p +f is strongly plurisubharmonic

on X. From the définition of cp it follows that it has ail the required
properties. Thus the proof of Proposition 1 is complète.

Another important ingrédient for the proof of Theorem 2 is the following resuit
due to Siu ([12], Corollary 1):

PROPOSITION 2. Let A be a closed complex submanifold of a complex manifold

Y. IfA is Stein, then there exists a biholomorphic map from a neighbourhood W

of A in Y onto an open neighbourhood of the zéro cross section of the normal bundle

ofA in Y such that its restriction to A agrées with the canonical map from A onto the

zéro cross section. As a conséquence, there is a holomorphic retract from W onto A.

In fact we shall need this resuit in the case when A is a connected non-compact
complex curve, which, by Behnke-Stein theorem, is Stein. The curve A will be

obtained by removing finitely many points from the exceptional curve S of X.
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§2. Proof of the main resuit

We begin by recalling the following definiton [4]: a complex manifold Fis said

to be/?3-convex if there exists an increasing séquence {Fv}very of relatively compact
strongly pseudoconvex domains such that Y — [jveN Yv.

The aim of this paragraph is to prove the following:

THEOREM 2. Let X be a \-convex manifold with \-dimensional exceptional set
S and p : X -&gt; X any covering. Then X is p3-convex.

The following lemma shows that it suffices to prove the above theorem for a

suitable small neighbourhood of the exceptional set S.

LEMMA 1. Let X be a \-convex manifold, S its exceptional set and p : X—&gt;X

any covering. Assume that there exists an open neighbourhood U of S in X such that
U =p~\U) is p3-convex. Then X is p3-convex.

Proof Let K cz X be any compact subset of X. We prove the existence of a

strongly pseudoconvex neighbourhood D a a X of K. Let q&gt; : X -+[ — oo, oo) be a

strongly plurisubharmonic function on X having the properties stated in Proposition
1 and let a&gt;0 be such that K a{îp &lt;ol}. Choose also strongly pseudoconvex
neighbourhoods Ux c c U2 of S such that Ul=p~\Ul) and Û2=p~l(U2) are

/vconvex. Since &lt;p|jf\£, is an exhaustion function there is a compact set L containing
K with {cp &lt; a} n CL c Ûx and because U2 is/?3-convex there is a strongly pseudoconvex

domain M cz c X, M cz U2 such that LnÛ2a M. If we deflne D by

&lt; a}nM in Û2

then obviously D is a strongly pseudoconvex neighbourhood of K, so the proof of
Lemma 1 is complète.

LEMMA 2. Let W be a Stein manifold and A a W a closed complex submani-

fold. Then there exists a smooth plurisubharmonic function cp : ^-?[0, oo) such that
A {cp 0}, (p is strongly plurisubharmonic on W\A and

(ce) if U a W is any open subset, ij/ e C°°(f/) is plurisubharmonic and its restriction

\fj\A^v is strongly plurisubharmonic, then for any s &gt; 0 the function \jj + sep is

strongly plurisubharmonic on U.

Proof Let «/be the idéal sheaf of A and let g,,..., gk e T(W, J) be a set of
gênerators of «/ on W. If we set h — £f= v\g\2 then h is plurisubharmonic, h ^ 0
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and A {h 0}. Also if zeA then the Levi form L(h)(t) &gt;0 for any vector
t e Tz W\TZA. If gk+ i,. gm e F(W, «/) give an immersion at any point z e W\A
then &lt;p ZfL, \gt |2 has ail the required properties.

Let us recall now some elementary results of algebraic topology which we shall
need in the proof of Theorem 2.

If F is a complex manifold and A c F is a closed analytic subset (or, more
generally, a semi-analytic subset), by the triangulation theorem [9] and the results
in [14], the following conditions are équivalent:

(a) the inclusion A c+ V is a weak homotopic équivalence,
(b) the inclusion A c» F is a homotopic équivalence,
(c) A is a déformation retract of F,

(d) A is a strong déformation retract of F.

In order to lift some holomorphic retracts from the base space to the covering

space we shall need also the following topological resuits (see for instance [6]):

PROPOSITION 2 (Covering homotopy theorem ([6], p. 18)). Let (E, eo% (X, x0)
be topological spaces with base points and p : (E, e0) -+(X, x0) a covering map.
Let (7, y0) be arbitrary and f : (Y, y0) -* (X, x0) a map which has a lifting

f&apos;:(Y, y0) - (E, e0). Then every homotopy F:YxI-+X with F(y, 0) =/(y) for ail

y € Y can be lifted to a homotopy F&apos; : Y x / -&gt; E with F&apos;(y, 0) =f&apos;(y) for ail y e Y
(hère I dénotes the interval [0,1]).

PROPOSITION 3 (Lifting criterion ([6], p. 22)). Assume that the topological

spaces E, X, Y are connected and locally pathwise connected. Consider the diagram

(E,e0)
r/71 I

where p is a covering map and f is arbitrary. Then there exists a lifting ff of f
(P °f =/) ifff**x(Y9 y0) cp*nx(E9 eQ).

One application of thèse two results is described in the following:

REMARK 1. Let F be a complex manifold, A a V a closed complex submani-

fold, p : F~&gt; V a covering map and À =p~l(A). If A is a déformation retract of V
then A is also a déformation retract of V.
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This follows easily from the Covering homotopy theorem and the équivalence of
the conditions (a), (b), (c), (d). Moreover every connected component Ât of A is

contained in precisely one connected component Vt of V and every connected

component of V contains precisely one connected component of A. For every i the
set Ât is a déformation retract of Vt.

REMARK 2. Let V, V, A, A be as above and assume that A is a déformation
retract of V. Let r : V -*A be any continuous retract (not necessarily a déformation
retract). Then there is a continuous retract r : V -? A such that the diagram

(*)

is commutative. In particular, if r is a holomorphic retract then so is r.

This can easily be seen in the following way:
First we may assume that ail the spaces V, V, A, A are connected. From the

Lifting criterion, one can conclude that an r making the above diagram commutative

exists, noting that the induced map nx{Â)-+nx{V) is an isomorphism (by
Remark 1). Indeed, let / : A c&gt; V, I : A c&gt; V be the inclusions maps and consider the

commutative diagram

Â
1

V&lt;-L^&gt; A

If aG7c,(F) then there is a unique penx{Â) with *&quot;„,(/?)= a. It follows that

r^(p^(oc))=r^(p^(T^)))=r^(i^(p^)))=piti(p) where the last equality holds
because r is a retract. Hence the conditions of the Lifting criterion are satisfled and
the map f making (*) commutative exists. Restricting the diagram (*) to A, the

uniqueness theorem for liftings ([6], p. 17) shows that the restriction r\x id so f is

a retract. Clearly r is holomorphic if r has this property.

LEMMA 3. Let X be a \-convex manifold with \-dimensional exceptional set S

and p : X —? X any covering. Then there is an open neighbourhood U of S such that
U =p~l(U) is p3-convex.

Proof. We may assume that X, X, S are connected and that the covering

p : X -&gt; X has infinité fibers. Let M {sx,..., sk} cz S be a finite set such that
A S\M is non-singular and Stein. Since A is a closed Stein submanifold of X\M
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it follows from Proposition 2 that there exists an open neighbourhood W of A in

X\M and a biholomorphic map from W onto a neighbourhood of the zéro cross
section of the normal bundle NA j ^M such that its restriction to A agrées with the
canonical map from A onto the zéro cross section. So we hâve an induced

holomorphic retract r :W-+A and we also may assume that W is Stein [12].
We set S =p~l(S), A =p~l(A) and let V be an open neighbourhood of A in

X\M9 V aW (adhérence with respect to X\M)9 such that A is a déformation
retract of V. If we dénote V p ~ l(V) and we consider r as a map V-*A then r can
be lifted (by Remark 2) to a holomorphic retract r : V-+Â such that the diagram

&lt;•&gt;

is commutative. We may also assume that W and V are small enough such that if
K a a A then r~\K) ccl (condition (Q). We choose balls Tl9..., Tk a a X
centered at sx,..., sk with TtnTj 0 if i ^j such that some neighbourhoods of
Ti,..., Tk are evenly covered and TxnS,... ,TknS are connected. Let also

Lx a a Tl9... ,Lk ci ci Tk be sufficiently small concentric balls such that:
(1) x€S\Tt implies r&apos;\x)nLl 0, i 1,. k,
(2) r-l(LlnA)cTt9i l,...9k.

Clearly thèse conditions may easily be satisfied if W is chosen from the beginning
small enough.

We now consider an exhaustion {D?}; e N of »? by relatively compact domains
with smooth boundary, Dk a a Dx + l9 such that dDk n Sing (§) 0 and dDx does

not intersect p~l(S nT), where T Tx u • • • u Tk. Since S is 1-dimensional each Dx
is strongly pseudoconvex. We set £/, FuIiU&quot;-u4 and t7, =/?~1(t/i). We first
describe an exhaustion of Ûx by relatively compact domains in X whose boundaries

(relative to Ûx) are pseudoconvex (not necessarily strongly pseudoconvex). Then,
by a simple perturbation argument and Lemma 2, we may achieve that their
boundaries (relative to Ux) become strongly pseudoconvex. Finally, replacing Ux by
a sufficiently small strongly pseudoconvex neighbourhood U of the exceptional set

S, we get the desired exhaustion of Û by domains whose boundaries (relative to X)
are strongly pseudoconvex.

In order to obtain the exhaustion of Ûx we define the open sets DÀaÛl9XeN9
as follows:

Let {bl9.. 9bm}9 where m=m(A), be the subset of p~l(M) consisting of
those points in p~~\M) contained in Z);. Consider the décomposition into
connected components p~l(Lt) {JjeN LJn i 1,..., k and dénote by

Bx,..., Bm those connected components L\ containing bl9..., bm. We set
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ôx=r-l(Dx\{bi,...,bm})vBlu—-vBm. Clearly {3x}XeN is an increasing
séquence of open subsets of £?, and [jx e N Dx Ûx. To see that Dx c cz jf it suffces

to verify that r-^Z^Xfô,, ...,èw})ccl and by the condition (C) it is enough
to show that r~l(Btn8\bt) a &lt;= X, r 1,. w. But this follows immediately
from the commutativity of the diagram (*) and the condition (2). Now we study
the pseudoconvexity of the boundary of Dx (relative to Ux). First we remark that
by the condition (1) and the commutativity of the diagram (*) it follows that

BtnV c r~l(Dx\{bï9. bm}) and if E is another component Vl9 différent from
Bl9...,Bm, then Ënr~l(Dx\{bx,. bm}) 0. Hence the boundary of Dx
(relative to Ûx) is precisely the boundary r&quot;l{Dx\{bx,. bm}) (relative to V). To
describe this boundary we choose an open neighbourhood Mx of ôDx in S,

Mxnp~l(Snf) 0, and a smooth strongly subharmonic function cpx defining
Dx in Mx. Then cpx ° r is a plurisubharmonic defining function for Dx in £?, so

each Dx has a pseudoconvex boundary (relative to Ux). To obtain the desired

exhaustion by strongly pseudoconvex domains we need Lemma 2. By this lemma
there is a smooth plurisubharmonic function cp : W-+[Q, oo) such that:
^4 |cp =0}, cp is strongly plurisubharmonic on W\A and (p has the property (a).

If we set q&gt;=(pop\y then for any £&gt;0 the function cpx o + £(p is strongly
plurisubharmonic on r~l(Mx) and its restriction to Mx is &lt;px. The functions
&lt;Px ° ^ H- eA&lt;P with eA &gt; 0 sufficiently small define in an obvious way the exhaustion

of Ûx by domains Dx having strongly pseudoconvex boundaries relative to Ux

(after replacing V if necessary by a smaller open subset V with A c V and
F&apos; c V, where the adhérence is taken with respect to X\M). If we choose now a

strongly pseudoconvex neighbourhood U of S, U a a Ux, it follows then immediately,

from our previous remarks, that Û =p~l(U) is /?3-convex. The proof of
Lemma 3 is complète.

Proof of Theorem 2. Theorem 2 is a direct conséquence of Lemma 1 and

Lemma 3.

If X is a 1-convex manifold of dimension 2 we shall call it a 1-convex surface (or
strongly pseudoconvex surface). From Theorem 2 we get:

COROLLARY 1. Let X be a l-convex surface. Then every covering X of X is

p3-convex.

Let now D cz Cn be the half-open unit polydisc, i.e.

D {(z,,. zn) eC&quot; | |z,| ^ 1, \zv\ &lt; 1, v 2,.. n}
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and set

SD {{zl9...,zH) eD 1^1 1}.

According to [4] a complex manifold Y is called /?6-convex if there is no biholomor-
phic map cp from an open neighbourhood of D onto an open subset of Y satisfying
the following two conditions:

(a) &lt;p(ÔD) ccf,
(b) cp(D) ta Y.

In [4] it is proved that every /?3-convex manifold is /?6-convex. From Theorem 2 it
follows:

COROLLARY 2. Let X be a \-convex manifold with \-dimensional exceptional
set. Then every covering X of X is p6-convex.

We also obtain easily from Theorem 2:

COROLLARY 3. Let X be a \-convex manifold with l-dimensional exceptional
set and X any covering of X. The X is holomorphically convex iff X is a proper
modification of a Stein space at a discrète set.

§3. Some counterexamples

In this paragraph we show that in gênerai the covering spaces (even the

universai covering spaces) of 1-convex surfaces are not holomorphically convex.
We recall [4] that a complex manifold Y is said to be px -convex if there exists

a smooth plurisubharmonic exhaustion function cp : Y -? U. Clearly any holomorphically

convex manifold is /?,-convex. We shall exhibit an example of a 1-convex
surface X whose universal covering X fails to be p{ -convex, in particular X is not
holomorphically convex. To construct X we shall need the following two results:

GRAUERT&apos;S CRITERION [5]. Let X be a 2-dimensional complex manifold and
S &lt;= X a X-dimensional connected compact analytic subset with irreducible components

S,,...,Sm. Then S is exceptional iff the intersection matrix (StSj) is négative
definite.

LEMMA 4. Let X be a complex manifold and S aX an exceptional set. Then

there exists a strongly pseudoconvex neighbourhood V of S such that S is a

déformation retract of V.
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Proof. Let cp
&gt; 0 be a real-analytic plurisubharmonic function in a neighbour-

hood of S such that S {cp 0} and cp is strongly plurisubharmonic outside S.

Such a function exists because S is exceptional. Since &lt;p is real-analytic it foliows
from the &quot;Curve sélection lemma&quot; [7] that for e0 &gt; 0 small enough &lt;p has no critical
points in {cp &lt;eo}\5. So, for any 0 &lt; e &lt; e0, {cp &lt; s} is a déformation retract of
V {cp &lt; e0}. Choose an open neighbourhood Vx of S, F, ce {cp &lt;s0} such that
S is a déformation retract of Vx and let 0&lt;6! &lt;e0 be such that {cp &lt; sx} a Vx.

Because S is a déformation retract of Vx and {&lt;p &lt; sx} is a déformation retract of
F it follows that the inclusion S c+ F is a weak homotopic équivalence. But (S, F)
is a polyhedral pair so we deduce [14] that S is a déformation retract of F. The

proof of Lemma 4 is complète.

We now begin constructing our example. First we make some remarks:

(i) Let Xl9 X2 be complex manifolds (Hausdorff), Ux aXx and U2^X2 open
subsets and cp : t/j —? £/2 a biholomorphic map. Let X be obtained by glueing Xx and
X2 via the map cp. In gênerai X is not Hausdorff but one can easily verify that the

necessary and sufficient condition on X to be Hausdorff is the following: for every
xxeôUx (boundary relative to Xx) and every x2eôU2 (boundary relative to X2)
there exist open neighbourhoods Vx c Xx of x, and V2 c X2 of x2 such that
cp(UxnVx)n(U2nV2) 0.

(ii) We construct a complex manifold X of dimension 2 (complex surface)

containing an exceptional curve S such that S has two irreducible components
S Sx u S2, Sx ^ P1, S2 ^ P1, the intersection 5^ n52 consists of two points and at
thèse points Sx and S2 meet transversally. Let Sx P1 be the zéro cross section of
(V(-3) Yx and S2 P1 the zéro cross section of O(-3) Y2. We glue suitable

neighbourhoods of Si in Yx and of S2 in Y2 such that Sx and S2 meet transversally
at two points. The précise construction is as follows: Let B2 be the unit bail in C2

and f:B2-+B2 the automorphism given by f(zx,z2) =(z2, zx). Choose px^qx,
px qx g Sx and p2 ^ q2, Pi^iG ^2- Let Ex ce Yx, Fx ce Yx, ËxnFx 0 be open
neighbourhoods of px and of qx respectively, such that there exist biholomorphic
maps Tj : Ex -&gt;B2, \j/x : Fx -+B2. We also assume that, via the maps t,, \j/x the set Sx

corresponds to z, 0 and the points px, qx to the origin O e C2. Similarly we

consider open neighbourhoods E2 œœ Y2, F2 c c Y2, Ë2nF2 0 of p2 and of #2

respectively, and biholomorphic maps t2 : E2-+B2, \\i2 : F2-+B2 such that via thèse

maps 52 corresponds to zx 0 and the points /?2, ^2 to the origin O e C2. We hâve

induced isomorphisms cpx, cp2 where cpx : Ex-+E2 is defined by^1 T2&quot;1°/oT1 and

cp2: FX^F2 by cp2 \jj2 l °/ © \j/l ; so we get an isomorphism ^&gt; (ç&gt;j, cp2) :

ExkjFx-+E2uF2. Let V be an open neighbourhood of the zéro cross section in

0(-3) and set Xï VuExvFx, X2=VvE2vF2, Ul=ExvFx, U2 E2kjF2.
From the previous remark it follows that for sufficiently small V we can glue Xx and
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X2 via the map cp and we get a complex manifold X containing a compact analytic
curve S with two irreducible components S Sx u52, Sx P1, S2 P\ which meet

/ —3 2\
transversally at two points. The intersection matrix is 1 which is négative

2 -3y
definite. By Grauert&apos;s criterion S is exceptional and our construction is finished.

(iii) Let X be a 1-convex surface such that its exceptional curve S has two
irreducible components S 5, u£2, S, £ P1, ^ P1 and the intersection SxnS2
consists of two points where the intersection is transversal. Replacing X by a

smaller strongly pseudoconvex neighbourhood of 5 we may assume (by Lemma 4)

that S is a déformation retract of X. Let p : X-+X be thç universal covering of X.
We assert that X is not /?,-convex (hence it is not holomorphically convex). To see

this it is enough to verify that S p ~ l(S) is not px -convex. Since S is a déformation
retract of X, it follows (from Remark 1 which clearly extends to singular A) that S
is a déformation retract of X, hence S is the universal covering of S. But S has a

very simple description: its decompositoin into irreducible components can be

written S LUz Sn S, P1, S, meets *?,_ j in one point, S, meets §l+l in one point
and §t does not meet any other component (so S is an infinité necklace [10];
topologically S is an infinité union of sphères each having one point in common
with the next). Obviously S is not px -convex because, by the maximum principle,
any plurisubharmonic function on S must be constant.

So we hâve shown:

THEOREM 3. There exists a 1 -convex surface X such that its universal covering
X is not holomorphically convex.

REMARK 3. In our example the exceptional curve is not irreducible, so it is

natural to ask if one can produce an example having the properties in Theorem 3

and with irreducible exceptional curve. Such an example can be obtained as follows:
We glue suitable neighbourhoods of the zéro cross sections in 0( —1) and 0( —5)

exactly as before and we get a complex surface Z containing a compact analytic curve
C with two irreducible components C Cx u C2, C, ^ P1, C2 P1 such that the
intersection Cx n C2 consists of two points where the intersection is transversal. The inter-

/-l 2\
section matrix is which is négative definite, hence by Grauert&apos;s criterion,

C is exceptional. Because the autointersection C\ — 1 it follows that C, is a curve
of the first kind, so it can be contracted to a point in the complex (non-singular) surface
A&quot; via the contraction map h : Z -+ X. Then S h{C) is an irreducible exceptional curve
(rational with one singular point). Ifwe replace Zby a smaller strongly pseudoconvex
neighbourhood of S such that S is a déformation retract of this neighbourhood we

get the desired example. The proof is exactly as in (iii) and so it is omitted.
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REMARK 4. In ([11], Theorem 6.2) Napier has proved the following resuit:
Let X be a 1-convex surface with exceptional set S and p : X-+X any covering.
Then X is holomorphically convex iff S =p~l(S) is holomorphically convex. This
last resuit explains why the exceptional curves in our previous examples are singular
(for smooth S it foliows that S is holomorphically convex).
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